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Get the tools you need to build real software solutions on the UC platform Unified
Communications (UC) integrates real-time communications (telephony, video conferencing,
speech recognition) with non real-time communication (voicemail, e-mail, fax) to unify
users across multiple devices and media types. This book offers practical development
advice based on the authors’ experiences developing solutions on the UC platform. You’ll
discover how to solve problems and get answers to common questions that you may encounter
while developing solutions with the UC APIs. Begins with an overview of Unified
Communications (UC) development Covers areas of custom development with Microsoft UC APIs
and describes in detail their various functions Goes beyond simple samples to teach you
how to build real software solutions on the UC platform Demonstrates how to add context
to, build kiosk solutions, integrate Communicator functionality into an application,
debug UCMA applications, and more This book shows you how to integrate communications
functionality into your applications and so much more.
Pro Office 365 Development is a practical, hands-on guide to building cloud-based
solutions using the Office 365 platform. This groundbreaking offering from Microsoft
provides enterprise-class collaborative solutions at an affordable price, and this book
shows you how to use the Office 365 platform to easily build amazing custom applications,
including coding for Excel Services, Microsoft Access, and SharePoint Online. This book
provides everything you’ll need to start developing custom solutions. You'll find step-bystep instructions for providing custom features using the cloud-based services,
SharePoint Online, Exchange Online and Lync Online. There are lots of sample programs
using Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), JavaScript and Silverlight. Whether you want
to build desktop client applications or browser-only solutions with Microsoft's new cloudbased productivity offering, this book will show you how to do it. Develop SharePoint
solutions, including declarative workflows Use Access and Excel services to quickly build
SharePoint sites Build content-sensitive collaborative solutions with instant messaging
and video conferencing
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 doesn’t just add dozens of new features: It integrates
multiple technologies into a common, unified communications system that can add value in
many new ways. Now, five leading Exchange Server consultants help you deploy Exchange
Server 2013 quickly and smoothly--and then efficiently manage, troubleshoot, and support
it for years to come. More than a comprehensive, authoritative reference, Microsoft
Exchange Server 2013 Unleashed presents hundreds of helpful tips and tricks based on the
authors’ unsurpassed early adopter experience with Exchange Server 2013 in real
production environments. Carefully and thoroughly, the authors explain what’s new and
different in Microsoft Exchange 2013 and guide you through architecting, planning,
implementing, and transitioning to your new Exchange Server environment. They offer best
practices for establishing solid Active Directory, DNS, fabric, virtualization, and PKI
security environments to support Exchange; implementing high availability and site
resilience; and much more. You’ll find expert discussions of security and compliance and
uniquely practical and detailed coverage of day-to-day administration, management,
maintenance, and optimization. The authors next turn to advanced platform integration,
helping you leverage the full benefits of linking Exchange Server, SharePoint, and
Unified Messaging. They conclude with a full section on Exchange Server’s dramatically
improved support for endpoint clients, including Apple, Android, and Microsoft
smartphones and tablets. Detailed information on how to... Use proven best practices to
install Exchange Server 2013 from scratch or to upgrade from Exchange Server 2007/2010
Integrate Active Directory, DNS, fabric, and virtualization with Exchange Server 2013
Implement certificate-based Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) Plan, deploy, migrate to, and
support public folders Protect your users and organization with both policy-based and
content-enforced security Design and implement message archiving, retention, and
eDiscovery Administer, optimize, and document your Exchange Server 2013 environment
Architect all aspects of an integrated, enterprise-level Exchange Server 2013 environment
Integrate Exchange Server with SharePoint Site Mailboxes, Enterprise Search, and more
Leverage the robust Outlook client for Windows, Mac, Web, tablet, and mobile phones
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager’s SQL Server database contains valuable
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information about your users, computers, hardware, operating systems, applications,
compliance status, and much more. Microsoft has provided excellent tools for extracting
this information in meaningful ways, including SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) and
SQL Server Data Tools Business Intelligence (SSDT-BI). System Center Configuration
Manager Reporting Unleashed shows you how to make the most of these tools. World-renowned
System Center reporting guru Garth Jones and his expert coauthors guide you through all
facets of custom reporting with System Center. You’ll walk through installing and
configuring SSRS, using SQL views to find the data you need, writing SQL queries,
creating basic and advanced reports, and using role-based administration to securely
deliver those reports to the correct individuals. Jones brings together reliable,
comprehensive, and up-to-date System Center reporting techniques you’ll find in no other
book or website. Using this guide, you can consistently retrieve the right information to
solve immediate problems and quickly respond to management concerns. Detailed information
on how to… • Install and configure SQL SSRS for optimal System Center reporting and
easier troubleshooting • Understand the data stored in the ConfigMgr site database •
Efficiently retrieve ConfigMgr data by writing SQL queries in SQL Server Management
Studio • Learn best practices for developing and designing System Center reports • Create
report templates, customize content with report parameters, and embed charts • Customize
logos, color palettes, and other report elements for your own organization • Construct
advanced drillthroughs to provide deeper understanding • Strengthen report security by
integrating ConfigMgr role-based administration into SQL queries • Leverage reporting to
measure KPIs and gain a better understanding of your environment • Tailor your reports to
the needs of end-users or management • Foreword by Wally Mead, Principal Program Manager,
Cireson The only book entirely dedicated to Configuration Manager reporting, this guide
complements Meyler's System Center 2012 Configuration Manager Unleashed, offering far
more in-depth coverage of reporting than the single chapter in that book. Most of the
content in this new guide will be equally valuable in both System Center 2016 and 2012
environments.
Mastering Microsoft Lync Server 2013
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Configuration & Clients
Office 365 in Business
A Practical Approach
Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 Unleashed
Get in-depth guidance for designing and implementing certificate-based security solutions—straight from
PKI expert Brian Komar. No need to buy or outsource costly PKI services when you can use the robust PKI
and certificate-based security services already built into Windows Server 2008! This in-depth reference
teaches you how to design and implement even the most demanding certificate-based security solutions for
wireless networking, smart card authentication, VPNs, secure email, Web SSL, EFS, and code-signing
applications using Windows Server PKI and certificate services. A principal PKI consultant to Microsoft,
Brian shows you how to incorporate best practices, avoid common design and implementation mistakes, help
minimize risk, and optimize security administration.
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering configuration and
clients in Exchange Server 2013. Zero in on core tasks through quick-reference tables, instructions, and
lists. You'll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done-whether at your
desk or in the field. Coverage includes: Deploying Exchange Server 2013 Administration essentials Using
Exchange Management Shell Managing Exchange clients User and contact administration Mailbox
administration Working with Distribution Groups and Address Lists Implementing security
"Jaap's Practical Guide to Exchange Server 2010 draws upon all that experience to deliver an easy-to-use
guide to this latest platform, full of useful examples and top tips for SysAdmins, both new and
experienced"--Resource description page.
This pamphlet is an introduction to planning. It introduces you to the manner in which a planner
approaches, analyzes and solves a problem. It begins with planning fundamentals, and proceeds step by
step through a six step planning process. After the last step, some situations are identified in which
planning can help you make decisions. A suggested list of sources for additional information completes
the pamphlet.
Pro Office 365 Development
Windows Server 2016 Unleashed (includes Content Update Program)
Microsoft Lync Server 2013 Unleashed
Office 2019 All-in-One For Dummies
Connectivity, Clients, and UM

Discover the Office option every business can afford Now your business can benefit from sophisticated
communication and collaboration services fully integrated
with Microsoft Office products. Once limited to companies
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large enough to afford data centers and the expensive IT staff to support them, these services can now be yours, and
this book shows you how. Each chapter begins with a common business problem you've most likely faced, followed by
the Office 365 solution. You'll learn to share documents, secure your communications, manage and share calendars
and tasks, conduct video meetings, and give your business the edge it deserves. Teaches you how your business,
large or small, can benefit from Office 365 Explains how to take advantage of Exchange Online, Lync Online, and
SharePoint Online Shows you what makes Office 365 so affordable and why it doesn't require an IT staff Highlights
what constitutes successful collaboration and how to facilitate it Explores specific Office 365 solutions for familiar
business issues Addresses how to conduct video conferences, schedule meetings, set up discussions, and make
remote PowerPoint presentations with Office 365 With this book, you'll discover how Office 365 can benefit your
business every day of the year!
Provides timesaving tips, tricks, shortcuts, solutions, and troubleshooting guidelines for Microsoft Excel, Outlook,
Word, PowerPoint, and other applications, and explores new features and capabilities of Office 2013.
A practical handbook for network adminstrators who need to develop and implement security assessment programs,
exploring a variety of offensive technologies, explaining how to design and deploy networks that are immune to
offensive tools and scripts, and detailing an efficient testing model. Original. (Intermediate)
Skype for Business Unleashed This is the most comprehensive, realistic, and useful guide to Skype for Business Server
2015, Microsoft’s most powerful unified communications system. Four leading Microsoft unified communications
consultants share in-the-trenches guidance for planning, integration, migration, deployment, administration, and
more. The authors thoroughly introduce Skype for Business 2015’s components and capabilities, as well as changes
and improvements associated with the integration of popular Skype consumer technologies. You’ll find detailed
coverage of IP voice, instant messaging, conferencing, and collaboration; and expert guidance on server roles, multiplatform clients, security, and troubleshooting. Reflecting their unsurpassed experience, the authors illuminate
Microsoft’s new cloud-based and hybrid cloud architectures for unified communications, showing how these impact
networking, security, and Active Directory. They cover SDN for unified communications; interoperation with consumer
Skype and legacy video conferencing; quality optimization, mobile improvements, and much more. Throughout, the
authors combine theory, step-by-step configuration instructions, and best practices from real enterprise
environments. Simply put, you’ll learn what works–and how it’s done. Detailed Information on How To · Plan
deployments, from simple to highly complex · Deploy Skype for Business Server 2015 as a cloud or cloud-hybrid
solution · Walk step by step through installation or an in-place upgrade · Overcome “gotchas” in migrating from Lync
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Server 2010 or 2013 · Leverage new features available only in cloud or cloud-hybrid environments · Implement and
manage Mac, mobile, Windows, browser, and virtualized clients · Establish server roles, including front end, edge, and
mediation server · Make the most of Skype for Business Server 2015’s enhanced mobile experience · Manage external
dependencies: network requirements, dependent services, and security infrastructure · Efficiently administer Skype
for Business Server 2015 · Provide for high availability and disaster recovery · Integrate voice, telephony, and video,
step by step · Avoid common mistakes, and discover expert solutions and workarounds Category: Business
Applications Covers: Skype for Business User Level: Intermediate—Advanced
Microsoft System Center 2012 Unleashed
Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V Unleashed
Windows Server 2008 PKI and Certificate Security
Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2013
Microsoft Lync Server 2013
With a focus on connectivity, clients, and unified messaging, this book delivers the ultimate, in-depth reference to IT
professionals planning and managing an Exchange Server 2013 deployment. Guided by Paul Robichaux, a Microsoft
MVP and popular author, you will: Understand how Exchange Server 2013 works with previous versions Gain expert
insights into supporting clients, mobile devices, and UM Take a deep dive into front-end servers; certificate and
namespace management; transport rules; load balancing; client management, including Microsoft Outlook, Outlook Web
App (OWA), and POP3/IMAP4; mobile devices; anti-malware and anti-spam features; Unified Messaging; Microsoft Lync;
Office 365; Exchange Online.
A no-nonsense Starter guide, designed to give you maximum guidance with minimum fuss. This book is written for
system administrators, I.T. professionals, unified communication technicians, and decision makers, in general. No
knowledge of UAG is required to understand the book and start setting up UAG immediately.
Providing the necessary background information and hands-on tools to build compelling business cases, this book will
increase the reader's capability to champion new business development ideas, take them to senior management, and
facilitate the decision process by understanding the key theories and practices of finance and corporate investments.
This title is also available as a free eBook. Take control—and put the built-in security and privacy features in Microsoft
Office to work! Whether downloading documents, publishing a presentation, or collaborating online—this guide offers
concise, how-to guidance and best practices to help protect your documents and your ideas. Get practical, proactive
guidance for using the security and privacy management features in Office 2010 and Office 365 Walk through everyday
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scenarios, and discover everyday techniques that help you take charge Understand common risks and learn best
practices you can apply right away
Planning Primer
System Center Configuration Manager Reporting Unleashed
Microsoft System Center Operations Manager Field Experience
Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 Inside Out Connectivity, Clients, and UM
Office 365 90 Success Secrets - 90 Most Asked Questions on Office 365 - What You Need to Know
A bestselling Exchange Server guide, updated for the 2016 release Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 is the gold-standard reference for system
administrators and first-time users alike. Fully updated to align with the latest release, this expert-led guide provides comprehensive coverage and easy-to-follow
tutorials for all aspects of Exchange Server installation, configuration, and management. Whether you're migrating from an earlier version or installing Exchange
Server for the first time, this book gives you quick access to the answers you need. Step-by-step instructions walk you through planning and design, installation,
administration and management, maintenance, and more, so you can get up to speed quickly and get back to work. With a focus on the hands-on details, the
Microsoft Certified Masters author team provides practical insight and invaluable guidance on every aspect of Exchange Server 2016, from mastering the basics to
leveraging new features. Microsoft Exchange allows access to e-mail, voicemail, and calendars at any time, from almost any device. The 2016 release is designed
specifically to appeal to enterprises; if you've been tasked with the implementation, this guide has the information you need. Get up to speed with the latest changes
and features Understand server configurations, requirements, installation, and migration Manage mailboxes, groups, connectivity, and the client access server
Troubleshoot common issues efficiently and effectively Exchange Server 2016 shifts even more control to the user, freeing administrators to perform more critical
tasks. Beefed-up architecture and more centralized functions have eased configuration and upgrades, and a robust cloud implementation is expected to draw
enterprises sooner rather than later. Systems administrators need to become familiar with the latest changes, and Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 is the
ultimate reference and tutorial.
One book that does the work of nine! Knowing your way around Microsoft Office requires you to be part mathematician, part storyteller, and part graphic
designer—with some scheduling wizard and database architect sprinkled in. So what do you do if these talents don't come naturally to you? Fear not! Office 2019
All-in-One For Dummies fills in the gaps and helps you create easy-to-read Word documents, smash numbers in Excel, tell your tale with PowerPoint, and keep it
all organized with Outlook. With additional books covering Access, OneNote, and common Office tasks, this is the only Office book you need on your shelf. Get
insight into tools common to all Office applications Find full coverage of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and Access Benefit from updated information based
on the newest software release Discover the tricks Office pros use to enhance efficiency If you need to make sense of Office 2019and don’t have time to waste,
this is the all-in-one reference you’ll want to keep close by!
If you work with Lync on a daily basis or if you have to use a specific feature of Lync for a project, this is the book for you. For solutions architects, technical
consultants, and administrators, if you have a Lync deployment and you want to upgrade, integrate, secure, or extend it to the cloud, you can get valuable
information from the recipes in this book.
Authoritative, hands-on guidance for Skype Business administrators Mastering Skype for Business 2015 gives administrators the comprehensive coverage they
need to effectively utilize Skype for Business. Fully up to date for the 2015 release, this guide walks you through industry best practices for planning, design,
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configuration, deployment, and management with clear instruction and plenty of hands-on exercises. Case studies illustrate the real-world benefits of Unified
Communication, and provide expert experiences working with Skype for Business. From server roles, infrastructure, topology, and security to telephony, cloud
deployment, and troubleshooting, this guide provides the answers you need and the insight that will make your job easier. Sample automation scripts help
streamline your workflow, and full, detailed coverage helps you exploit every capability Skype for Business has to offer. Skype for Business enables more robust
video conferencing, and integrates with Office, Exchange, and SharePoint for better on-premises and cloud operations. Organizations are turning to Skype for
Business as a viable PBX replacement, and admins need to be up to speed and ready to go. This book provides the clear, explicit instructions you need to: Design,
configure, and manage IM, voice mail, PBX, and VoIP Connect to Exchange and deploy Skype for Business in the cloud Manage UC clients and devices, remote
access, federation, and public IM Automate management tasks, and implement cross-team backup-and-restore The 2015 version is the first Skype to take
advantage of the Windows 10 'touch first' capabilities to provide fast, natural, hands-on control of communications, and users are eager to run VoIP, HD video
conferencing, collaboration, instant messaging, and other UC features on their mobile devices. Mastering Skype for Business 2015 helps you get Skype for Business
up and running quickly, with hands-on guidance and expert insight.
Instant Microsoft Forefront Uag Mobile Configuration Starter
Professional Unified Communications Development with Microsoft Lync Server 2010
Exchange 2010
Skype for Business Unleashed
Microsoft Hyper-V PowerShell Automation

Microsoft Lync Server 2010 Security GuideMastering Microsoft Lync Server 2010John Wiley & SonsMicrosoft
Lync Server 2010 UnleashedPearson Education
The bestselling guide to Exchange Server, fully updated forthe newest version Microsoft Exchange Server 2013
is touted as a solution forlowering the total cost of ownership, whether deployed on-premisesor in the cloud.
Like the earlier editions, this comprehensiveguide covers every aspect of installing, configuring, and
managingthis multifaceted collaboration system. It offers Windows systemsadministrators and consultants a
complete tutorial and reference,ideal for anyone installing Exchange Server for the first time orthose migrating
from an earlier Exchange Server version. Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 is a messaging system thatallows for
access to e-mail, voicemail, and calendars from avariety of devices and any location, making it ideal for
theenterprise With more than 21,000 copies of earlier editions sold, thiscomprehensive guide offers systems
administrators and consultantsboth a tutorial and a reference guide for installing and managingExchange Server
2013 A team of Microsoft Certified Masters walks you step by stepthrough planning and design, installation,
administration andmanagement, maintenance, and more Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 is the
completereference for planning, installing, and maintaining the mostpopular e-mail server product available.
Hyper-V Security is intended for administrators with a solid working knowledge of Hyper-V Server, Windows
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Server, and Active Directory. An administrator with a functional environment will be able to use the knowledge
and examples present in this book to enhance security.
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-342--and demonstrate your real-world mastery of advanced Microsoft Exchange
Server 2013 solution design, configuration, implementation, management, and support. Designed for
experienced IT professionals ready to advance, Exam Ref focuses on critical-thinking and decision-making
acumen needed for success at the MCSE level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: Configure,
manage, and migrate Unified Messaging Design, configure, and manage site resiliency Design, configure, and
manage advanced security Configure and manage compliance, archiving, and discovery solutions Implement
and manage coexistence, hybrid scenarios, migration, and federation This Microsoft Exam Ref: Organizes its
coverage by exam objectives Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you Provides exam preparation
tips written by two Exchange Server MVPs Assumes you have at least three years of experience managing
Exchange Servers and have responsibilities for an enterprise Exchange messaging environment About the
Exam Exam 70-342 is one of two exams focused on Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 skills and knowledge for
moving to the cloud, increasing user productivity and flexibility, reducing data loss, and improving data
security. About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam earns you credit toward a Microsoft Certified Solutions
Expert (MCSE) certification that proves your ability to build innovative solutions across multiple technologies,
both on-premises and in the cloud. Exam 70-341 and Exam 70-342 are required for MCSE: Messaging Solutions
Expert certification. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
Decision-Making Techniques for Successful Business Growth
Know Your Network
Microsoft Office Inside Out
Citrix® XenDesktop® 7 Cookbook
Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2016
Everything you need to know to get Lync 2013 up and running smoothly As a Unified Communications (UC) technology, Lync allows you
to keep track of your contacts' availability so you can communicate with anyone, anywhere, and at any time. With this hands-on book,
you will learn how to administer the newest and most robust version of Lync Server in order to send an IM; start or join an audio, video, or
web conference; or make a phone call through a familiar interface. Packed with real-world exercises throughout, this unique resource
encourages you to learn from the best practices and deployments of others so that you can benefit from their experiences. Walks you
through designing and managing enterprise instant messaging and conferencing solutions Details how to configure voicemail, enterprise
voice, dual-forking, and VoIP Teaches you how to automate management tasks Shares invaluable advice for monitoring, diagnosing, and
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troubleshooting problems Helps you understand SIP and authentication technologies With Mastering Microsoft Lync Server 2013, you'll
gain the skills you need to effectively deploy Lync Server 2013 and be on your way to gaining all the benefits UC has to offer.
This book is great for administrators who are new to automating Hyper-V administration tasks using PowerShell. If you are familiar with
the PowerShell command line and have some experience with the Windows Server, this book is perfect for you.
Covers SharePoint 2013, Office 365’s SharePoint Online, and Other Office 365 Components In SharePoint 2013 Field Guide, top consultant
Errin O’Connor and the team from EPC Group bring together best practices and proven strategies drawn from hundreds of successful
SharePoint and Office 365 engagements. Reflecting this unsurpassed experience, they guide you through deployments of every type,
including the latest considerations around private, public, and hybrid cloud implementations, from ECM to business intelligence (BI), as
well as custom development and identity management. O’Connor reveals how world-class consultants approach, plan, implement, and
deploy SharePoint 2013 and Office 365’s SharePoint Online to maximize both short- and long-term value. He covers every phase and
element of the process, including initial “whiteboarding”; consideration around the existing infrastructure; IT roadmaps and the
information architecture (IA); and planning for security and compliance in the new IT landscape of the hybrid cloud. SharePoint 2013 Field
Guide will be invaluable for implementation team members ranging from solution architects to support professionals, CIOs to end-users.
It’s like having a team of senior-level SharePoint and Office 365 hybrid architectureconsultants by your side, helping you optimize your
success from start to finish! Detailed Information on How to… Develop a 24-36 month roadmap reflecting initial requirements, longterm
strategies, and key unknowns for organizations from 100 users to 100,000 users Establish governance that reduces risk and increases
value, covering the system as well as information architecture components, security, compliance, OneDrive, SharePoint 2013, Office 365,
SharePoint Online, Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services, and identity management Address unique considerations of large, global,
and/or multilingual enterprises Plan for the hybrid cloud (private, public, hybrid, SaaS, PaaS, IaaS) Integrate SharePoint with external data
sources: from Oracle and SQL Server to HR, ERP, or document management for business intelligence initiatives Optimize performance
across multiple data centers or locations including US and EU compliance and regulatory considerations (PHI, PII, HIPAA, Safe Harbor, etc.)
Plan for disaster recovery, business continuity, data replication, and archiving Enforce security via identity management and
authentication Safely support mobile devices and apps, including BYOD Implement true records management (ECM/RM) to support
legal/compliance requirements Efficiently build custom applications, workflows, apps and web parts Leverage Microsoft Azure or Amazon
Web Services (AWS)
Book + Content Update Program This is the most comprehensive and realistic guide to Windows Server 2016 planning, design,
prototyping, implementation, migration, administration, and support. Extensively updated, it contains unsurpassed independent and
objective coverage of Windows Server 2016’s key innovations, from the cloud and containers to security and mobility. Windows Server
2016 Unleashed reflects the authors’ extraordinary experience implementing Windows Server 2016 in large-scale environments since its
earliest alpha releases. Microsoft MVP Rand Morimoto and colleagues fully address all aspects of deploying and operating Windows Server
2016, including Active Directory, networking, application services, security, administration, business continuity, virtualization,
optimization, and troubleshooting. You’ll find up-to-the-minute coverage of new features ranging from Storage Spaces Direct to ClusterAware Updating, and Dynamic Access Control to Nano Server. Valuable for Windows pros at all levels, this book will be indispensable
especially for intermediate-to-advanced level professionals seeking expert, in-depth solutions. Every chapter contains tips, tricks, best
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practices, and lessons learned from actual deployments—practical help for solving real problems. Detailed information on how to: Take
full advantage of key Windows Server 2016 innovations Plan, prototype, install, migrate to, and deploy Windows Server 2016 and Server
Core Design a modern Windows Server Active Directory, from OUs and infrastructure to Federated Forests and Lightweight Directories
Deliver reliable networking services: DNS, WINS, DNSSEC, DHCP, IPv, IPAM, and IIS Systematically harden server-level security Protect
data in transit with PKI, certificates, rights management, and IPsec encryption Safely provide appropriate remote and mobile access for
your users Efficiently administer, automate, maintain, and document Windows Server production environments Control Windows devices
centrally with Group Policies and Policy Management Implement advanced fault tolerance, clustering, and other business continuity
features Optimize, tune, and debug Windows Server, and plan for growth Leverage integrated application services, including SharePoint
and Hyper-V In addition, this book is part of InformIT’s Content Update Program, which provides content updates for major technology
improvements! As significant updates are made to WIndows Server 2016, sections of this book will be updated or new sections will be
added to match the updates to the technologies. As updates become available, they will be delivered to you via a free Web Edition of this
book, which can be accessed with any Internet connection. To learn more, visit informit.com/cup. How to access the Web Edition: Follow
the instructions in the book to learn how to register your book to access the FREE Web Edition.
SharePoint 2013 Field Guide
Advice from the Consulting Trenches
Lync Server Cookbook
Microsoft Lync Server 2010 Unleashed
Mastering Skype for Business 2015

Presents a guide to the newest version of Microsoft System Center, providing instructions and tips on asset management, security
reporting, and data protection within managed environments for data centers and cloud environments.
The most comprehensive, realistic, and useful guide to Microsoft Lync Server 2013, today’s leading Unified Communications
system. Four expert Lync consultants and implementers bring together in-the-trenches guidance for all facets of planning, integration,
deployment, and administration. The authors introduce Microsoft Lync Server 2013, outline what it can do, and review the key
improvements Microsoft has made in this version. They cover every form of communication Lync Server can manage, including IP
voice, instant messaging, audio/video conferencing, web conferencing, and more. You’ll find expert guidance on planning
infrastructure, managing day-to-day operations, server roles, multi-platform clients, security, troubleshooting, and much more.
Microsoft Lync Server 2013 Unleashed contains a new section on Office 365 and Lync Online, a chapter covering coexistence
between on-premise and Office 365 Lync deployments, and another introducing Lync online configuration and administration.
Throughout, the authors combine theory, step-by-step configuration instructions, and best practices from real enterprise
environments. They identify common mistakes and present proven solutions and workarounds. Simply put, they tell you what
works--and show how it’s done. Detailed information on how to… • Plan for any type of deployment, from simple to highly
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complex--including virtualized environments • Walk step-by-step through installation, and understand important new changes in the
installation process • Overcome obstacles to successful migration from older versions of Lync or Microsoft Office Communications
Server • Manage server roles, including Front End, Edge, Monitoring, Archiving, and Director roles • Efficiently administer Lync
Server 2013 through the Lync Server Management Shell • Leverage Lync Server 2013’s significantly improved capabilities as a PBX
replacement and videoconferencing solution • Integrate Lync with third-party video platforms, voice/video gateways, and cloud
services • Evaluate the option of providing Lync services through Microsoft Office 365 hosting • Make the most of Lync Server
2013’s dramatically upgraded web, mobile, and desktop clients
This is the industry’s most comprehensive, realistic, and useful guide to Microsoft Lync Server 2010. It brings together “in-thetrenches” guidance for all facets of planning, integration, deployment, and administration, from expert consultants who’ve spent years
implementing Microsoft Unified Communications solutions. The authors first introduce Microsoft Lync Server 2010 and show how it
represents a powerful leap beyond earlier unified communications platforms. They systematically cover every form of
communication Lync Server can manage, including IP voice, instant messaging, audio/video conferencing, web conferencing, and
more. You’ll find expert guidance on planning infrastructure, managing day-to-day operations, enforcing security, troubleshooting
problems, and many other crucial topics. Drawing on their extensive experience, the authors combine theory, step-by-step
configuration instructions, and best practices from real enterprise environments. They identify common mistakes and present proven
solutions and workarounds. Simply put, this book tells you what works–and shows you how to make it work. Plan and manage server
roles, including Front End, Edge, Monitoring, Archiving, and Director roles Understand Lync Server integration with Active
Directory, DNS, certificates, and SQL Server Manage Lync Server through the Lync Server management shell and Microsoft
Systems Center Operations Manager Migrate smoothly from OCS 2007, 2007 R2, or Live Communications Server Utilize Lync
Server’s new enterprise voice and audio conferencing features Use Lync Server with your PBX, as a PBX replacement, or in your
call center Integrate presence into SharePoint pages or Exchange/Outlook web applications Build custom solutions with the new
Unified Communications Managed API Deploy new Lync Server client software, including Mac, mobile, and browser/Silverlight
clients Integrate headsets, handsets, webcams, and conference room phones Use the new virtualization policy to simplify deployment
Part of a series of specialized guides on System Center, this book focuses on Microsoft System Center Operations Manager. For the
seasoned professional, it covers the role of the Operations Manager product, the best practices for working with management packs,
how to use the reporting feature to simplify managing the product, how to thoroughly troubleshoot, and how to use and install
Operations Manager in the Microsoft Azure Public Cloud environment.
Microsoft Lync Server 2010 Security Guide
Practical Guidance for Meaningful Business Results
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Making the Compelling Business Case
Mastering Microsoft Lync Server 2010

A new Office 365 dimension. There has never been a Office 365 Guide like this. It contains 90 answers, much more than you can
imagine; comprehensive answers and extensive details and references, with insights that have never before been offered in print.
Get the information you need--fast! This all-embracing guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed insight. This
Guide introduces what you want to know about Office 365. A quick look inside of some of the subjects covered: Microsoft Office v.
X - Web services, Windows Phone 7.5 - Office suite, Windows Live Office - Quota, Microsoft Office - Web services, Microsoft
Office 365 Office applications, Office 365 - Updates, SharePoint Foundation, Software as a service Notable service providers,
Microsoft Office 2013 Office 365, Microsoft Office v. X - Office Mobile, Microsoft Groove, Office Mobile - Office 365 and OneDrive
integration, Microsoft Office Groove, Office Mobile Service, Microsoft Lync, Microsoft Office 2013 - New features, Office 365 Security, Erich Gamma, Nokia Lumia 800 - Software, Outlook Web App, Microsoft Product Divisions - Microsoft Applications and
Services Group, Windows Phone 7 - Office suite, Microsoft Office Live, Microsoft Office 2013 Distribution changes, Microsoft
Office SharePoint Portal Server - Versions, Microsoft InfoPath - Server-side components, Outlook Web Access - Login, Microsoft
Office 365 History, Microsoft Live Meeting - Overview, Microsoft Office 365 Security, InfoPath Forms Services, Microsoft Office v.
X - Office for iPad, SharePoint 2010, Office Mobile - History, Outlook Web Access - Uses, Add-in Express - Add-in Express
product line, CipherCloud - History, Business Productivity Online Standard Suite - Support, Office RT, Windows Live Admin
Center, Office 2013 - Office RT, and much more...
The most comprehensive, realistic, and useful guide to Microsoft Lync Server 2013, today's leading Unified Communications
system. Four expert Lync consultants and implementers bring together in-the-trenches guidance for all facets of planning,
integration, deployment, and administration. The authors introduce Microsoft Lync Server 2013, outline what it can do, and review
the key improvements Microsoft has made in this version. They cover every form of communication Lync Server can manage,
including IP voice, instant messaging, audio/video conferencing, web conferencing, and more. You'll find expert guidance on
planning infrastructure, managing day-to-day operations, server roles, multi-platform clients, security, troubleshooting, and much
more. Microsoft Lync Server 2013 Unleashed contains a new section on Office 365 and Lync Online, a chapter covering
coexistence between on-premise and Office 365 Lync deployments, and another introducing Lync online configuration and
administration. Throughout, the authors combine theory, step-by-step configuration instructions, and best practices from real
enterprise environments. They identify common mistakes and present proven solutions and workarounds. Simply put, they tell you
what works--and show how it's done. Detailed information on how to… · Plan for any type of deployment, from simple to highly
complex--including virtualized environments · Walk step-by-step through installation, and understand important new changes in
the installation process · Overcome obstacles to successful migration from older versions of Lync or Microsoft Office
Communications Server · Manage server roles, including Front End, Edge, Monitoring, Archiving, and Director roles · Efficiently
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administer Lync Server 2013 through the Lync Server Management Shell · Leverage Lync Server 2013's significantly improved
capabilities as a PBX replacement and videoconferencing solution · Integrate Lync with third-party video platforms, voice/video
gateways, and cloud services · Evaluate the option of providing Lync services through Microsoft Office 365 hosting · Make the
most of Lync Server 2013's dramatically upgraded web, mobile, and desktop clients
Using the Hyper-V virtualization capabilities built into Windows Server 2008, organizations can slash costs for power, space, and
maintenance, and dramatically improve IT flexibility at the same time. This is the first book to offer comprehensive, independent,
real-world coverage of planning, designing, implementing, and supporting Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V virtualization
environments. Authored by Rand Morimoto and Jeff Guillet—top consultants of Microsoft technologies with unsurpassed
experience deploying Hyper-V in enterprise organizations—this book delivers start-to-finish guidance for every facet of your
virtualization initiative. Leverage the experience from hundreds of real world implementations of Hyper-V and Virtual Machine
Manager 2008 in your deployment of a virtualized server environment Implement best practices for planning, prototyping, and
deploying Hyper-V—including strategies, processes, and templates Install and configure Windows 2008 Server with Windows
Hyper-V Services Provide guest operating systems ranging from Windows 2003 Server to Linux Administer Hyper-V Host Servers
as standalone hosts or in multiple host environments Optimize Hyper-V Host Server and guest sessions, by efficiently allocating
memory, processors, disk space, and other resources Move from basic server virtualization to a systematically managed virtual
enterprise environment Use Virtual Machine Manager 2008 to centrally monitor all your Hyper-V hosts and guest sessions Quickly
provision new guest images wherever and whenever you need them Implement reliable failover processes to overcome failures in
guest sessions, host systems, or sites Troubleshoot problems with both Hyper-V hosts and guest operating systems
Presents information on the design, implementation, migration, and administration of a Microsoft Exchange Server environment.
Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 Pocket Consultant
Network Security Assessment
Essential SharePoint 2013
Security and Privacy For Microsoft Office 2010 Users
Exam Ref 70-342 Advanced Solutions of Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 (MCSE)
A step-by-step course that includes tasks ranging from a standard to high-level difficulty,
oriented to deploy an enterprise production VDI environment. This practical approach is based on
both GUI and command line operations, which gives you as an IT professional the alternatives to
operate the system wherever possible. If you are a system administrator or an experienced IT
professional who wants to refer to a centralized container of procedures and advanced tasks in
XenDesktop, this is the book for you. If you are an IT technician approaching this technology
for the first time, who wants to integrate a more theoretical formative process with step-byPage 14/15
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step installation and configuration activities, this book will also help you. You will need to
have experience of the virtualized environment and an understanding of the general concepts of
desktop virtualization (VDI).
The Only Book That's 100% Focused on Maximizing the Business Value of SharePoint 2013 Essential
SharePoint® 2013 approaches Microsoft SharePoint 2013 from a strict business value perspective,
helping you plan and implement solutions that achieve effective business results. Leading
SharePoint experts draw on their unsurpassed experience to provide business-focused guidance on
strategy, governance, planning, deployment, and more. You'll find in-depth insights for success
with collaboration, knowledge and content management, governance, and user adoption. The authors
help you choose features, organize information, define security models, and launch your
solution. They present best practices for search, workflow, business intelligence, and
integrating information from Office 2013 and beyond. Each chapter includes a section introducing
new SharePoint 2013 capabilities, from improved site branding to native iPhone mobile apps.
Throughout, the authors identify success factors, intangibles, and “gotchas,” helping you reduce
risk and time-to-value. Learn how to • Ask the right questions to craft a plan that maximizes
business value • Efficiently deploy either “green field” solutions or upgrades • Integrate web,
Office, and mobile devices into a comprehensive collaboration solution • Plan effective
governance of content, operations, and applications • Deliver enterprise content management,
integrating documents, data, web content, and rich media • Use search to help find the right
knowledge and people • Measure and optimize user adoption to increase ROI • Evaluate the cloudbased SharePoint Online option • Use social tools to promote deeper user interaction •
Collaborate and communicate with customers, partners, and suppliers • Quickly create agile
solutions with mashups and composites Whether you're a business leader, IT manager, architect,
analyst, developer, or consultant, this book will help you tightly align SharePoint projects
with business strategy to deliver outstanding results.
Hyper-V Security
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